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"This is a GENIUS book. You guys have to pick this up." - Jenny McCarthy, from "The Jenny

McCarthy Show" interview with Rodney Lacroix on June 15, 2017From the best-selling humorist

and comedy author of "Perhaps I've Said Too Much" and "Romantic as Hell."Written in Rodney's

trademark comedic style with spot-on timing, "The Vasectomy Diaries" is a hilarious, frank and

hysterically wince-inducing account of one man's journey through the procedure.Rodney takes you

along with him on his quest to shoot blanks with a fast-paced, brain-storming diary format. Starting

with the moment he makes the life-changing decision while experiencing a migraine during a kid's

birthday party, all the way through to the final reveal on whether or not the damn thing took, it's a fun

and racy ride.Follow his progress in this day-by-day journal as he discusses and describes in full

comedic (and graphic) detail such things as:- The decision to empty the pistol chamber- The

vasectomy consultation, and why it sucks- What a vasectomy is, wonderfully described using cars,

factories and hair dryers- Manscaping for beginners, and the perils of putting a sharp razor on

bumpy bits and pieces- The procedure itself, and why it sucks- How frozen peas can replace a dog

as man's best friend- Some Not-Safe-for-Work reading on post-vasectomy "chores"Punctuated with

some amazing illustrations, "The Vasectomy Diaries" is a feast for the eyes, as well. It's a great read

for any man who is thinking of the procedure, any man that has had the procedure or just anyone

who wants to laugh at another man's pain. Think of it as "What to Expect when You're Expecting a

Procedure to make Women You Sleep with Stop Expecting." Sit down, relax and a get ready to

laugh as Rodney Lacroix tells a tale in a way only he can. Trust me, it's not your average

diary.You'll laugh your balls off.
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Back in the late 1920s*, Maw and Paw Lacroix gave birth to a bouncing baby boy. It took them a

long time, but they narrowed down the list of choices to a handful of truly masculine first names:

Staff. Woody. Hardon. Stiffy. They finally chose one nameÃ¢Â€Â”RodÃ¢Â€Â”that they felt would

accurately reflect the strength, courage, and manliness that their son would come to embody.

(Hehe. I said "embody.")Several years laterÃ¢Â€Â”well, actually, many years, probably about 75

because he's old, but who's counting?Ã¢Â€Â”Rod married a wonderful woman, and they settled

down to a life together. But Rod had a problem: his little fishies were still swimming. (And I don't

mean Nemo and Dory.)Fortunately, there was a surgical procedure that Rod could undergo to

ensure that he and his wife wouldn't have to start another damn college fund so that he could

instead use the money to buy a Corvette and a new Blu Ray player so he could spend his

weekends acting out "Braveheart" in his living room. This surgical procedure was a lobotomy, but

both he and his wife decided against it. That left another surgical procedure: a vascetnomy. A

vacsecomy. A vascotomy.Damn. Hang on: a vasectomy. That's it!Also fortunately, Rod decided to

keep a diaryÃ¢Â€Â”or, if you will, a series of diariesÃ¢Â€Â”as he underwent this dangerous and

possibly life-threatening** procedure. Those diaries have been published here as "The Vasectomy

Diaries." (Clever title, don't you think?)Now for the serious part of this review: like all of Rodney

Lacroix's other books, this one isn't just "funny." It isn't just "laugh-out-loud funny." It's "I can't

believe that Rodney sent me an electronic advance reader's copy, because that made it really hard

for me to read it on the potty in case little drops of pee shot out from laughing." In some ways, this is

my favorite of Rodney's books, partly because I am a man who is approaching middle age and am

quivering as I consider my own mortality but mostly because the words "balls," "sperm," and

"burrito" make me laugh so hard that milk shoots out my nose. AND I DON'T EVEN DRINK MILK.If



you're looking for a quick read that'll make you laugh, look no further than "Harry Potter and The

Vasectomy Diaries." Sorry, I meant, "50 Shades of Vasectomy Diaries." No, waitÃ¢Â€Â”that was

"Jurassic Vasectomy Diaries." Oh, wait: it's just "The Vasectomy Diaries." (I knew I should've

suggested those other titles to Rodney!) You won't be disappointed.* = I don't know if Rodney was

born in the 1920s, but he uses words like "ye" and "thee" and "cheerio!"** = A vasectomy is not a

life-threatening operation. I just thought that would make the conflict more exciting as the story

builds to its climax. (Hehe. I said "conflict.")

Is is almost impossible not to laugh at a Rodney LaCroix book. And this one doesn't disappoint. I

asked for an ARC because I had a boyfriend once who had a vasectomy and didn't tell me. What

did he think, I was going to stop him? So I knew nothing about the procedure. Well, now I do. It's still

a cakewalk next to childbirth but you know men, they HAVE to be whinier than we are about

everything. God forbid Lacroix had a man cold at the same time as the vasectomy or else he'd be in

a convalescent home for life.This is a short, easy read packed with laughs and gauze.

My wasband winced whenever the word 'vasectomy' was uttered within a 12 block radius, so I think

I know what he'll be getting as a late Xmas present this year!I got an advance copy of The

Vasectomy Diaries so that I could write about it in my blog but in case you're not a blog-reader, I

thought I should leave you a review here on  so you don't miss this. If you're a dude planning on or

even thinking of having a vasectomy, you should probably read your book... maybe not at your

vasectomy appointment, though, because after reading this I think the consequences of laughing til

your guts hurt whilst undergoing the procedure will leave you in a situation that that bag of niblets

you've got in your freezer to help with post-procedure swelling just is NOT gonna cut it (hmmm,

perhaps an unfortunate word choice there...)If you've never read any of his books, this would be a

great place to start and then, since (as I write this review) Valentine's Day is coming up, Romantic

as Hell would be an excellent follow-up. And I truly do think that this should be required reading for

anyone considering having the procedure and for women who may be trying to persuade their

partners into having the procedure (in addition to being funny, it's also pretty educational. It was a

subject I'd never given much thought to as a female). I would imagine that if you were a dude

contemplating the procedure, it would answer some questions and maybe allay some misgivings

whilst making you laugh.I also need to note that the illustrations (why yes, there ARE pictures) for

the book are brilliant.So, fire up the ol' Kindle, get a copy of this book and grab a 3Musketeers and

enjoy!



I'm a big fan of Rodney's books and this one did not disappoint. There were several laugh-out-loud

funny lines, which is saying something since I've been subjected to the topic of this book and found

myself reading with my legs crossed as an involuntary defense mechanism. It's short, punchy, and

satisfying. Women whose men have been through this will enjoy the perspective; men who have

been through this will find it familiar; and men who are considering this will probably learn a little.

Although probably not as much as Rodney did, because let's face it, he had no idea how male

anatomy worked before he started this adventure.(I was provided with an advance copy in

exchange for an honest review.)
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